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Abstract
Photonic quantum technology relies on efficient sources of coherent single photons, the ideal carriers
of quantum information. Heralded single photons fromparametric down-conversion can approx-
imate on-demand single photons to a desired degree, with high spectral purities achieved through
group-velocitymatching and tailored crystal nonlinearities. Here we propose crystal-nonlinearity-
engineering techniqueswith sub-coherence-length domains.We first introduce a combination of two
existingmethods: a deterministic approachwith coherence-length domains and probabilistic
domain-width annealing.We then showhow the same deterministic domain-flip approach can be
implementedwith sub-coherence-length domains. Both of these complementary techniques create
highly pure photons, outperforming previousmethods, in particular for short nonlinear crystals
matched to femtosecond lasers.

Introduction

The generation of pure single photons on demand is a key requirement for photonic quantum technologies.
Single-photon sources can be approximated using either nonlinear parametric processes or single quantum
emitters such as quantumdots [1–3]. Themost widely used technique for generating single photons is
parametric down-conversion (PDC) in nonlinear optical crystals [4–7]. In a PDCprocess, a pump laser is sent
through a crystal with large 2c( ) nonlinearity, where 2c( ) is the second order nonlinear electric susceptibility.
A pumpphoton has a small probability of being annihilatedwhile creating pairs of ‘down-converted’ single
photons under conservation of energy andmomentum.Due to the spontaneous nature of photon-pair creation,
the generated state is described as a superposition of a large vacuumcomponent, the desired photon pairs, as
well as typically undesired higher-order photon-pair events [8, 9].

PDC can be used as a heralded source of single photons, inwhich one photon of a pair is sacrificed in
detection to herald the presence of a photon in the othermode. The heralded photon generally emerges in a
spectrallymixed state due to strong (anti)correlations in the joint spectrumof PDCphoton pairs resulting from
the conservation of energy andmomentum. To create pure photons, we therefore need to eliminate correlations
without introducingmixture in other degrees of freedom.

The easiest way to reduce spectral correlations is to employ narrowband spectral filters. This approach,
however, severely compromises the heralding efficiency (i.e. the probability of detecting a photon knowing that
the other photon of the pair has been detected) of the source evenwith idealfilters [10] and decreases the
absoluteflux of the heralded photons. At high pumppowers, narrowband filtering can also introducemixing in
the photon-number degree of freedom [11].

A losslessmethod to remove frequency correlations is to use group-velocitymatching (GVM) [7, 12–14].
Starting with a set of desired pump and down-conversionwavelengths, one can find phasematching
conditions in certain crystals that allow the inverse group velocity of the pump laser in the nonlinear crystal to
eithermatch one of the PDCphoton’s inverse group velocities or tomatch the average of the two PDC
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photons’ inverse group velocities. This erases the timing information that otherwise arises between the pump
and PDCphotons which in consequence leads tomore separable joint spectra and high purity photons. GVM
can be achieved both in bulk crystals and in periodically poled crystals, where the crystal’s axes are flipped
every coherence length (i.e. the distance over which the phase between the pump and the PDC photons
changes byπ) to fulfil the quasi-phase-matching condition [15], resulting in a periodical configuration of
domains with alternating orientation.

WhatGVMcannot address is that, in a standard nonlinear crystal, the nonlinearity that the pumppulse
experiences is turned on suddenly as the pump enters the crystal, and turned off just as suddenly as the pump
exits the crystal. This sudden turn-on and turn-off in the nonlinearity can bemodelled as a rectangular
nonlinearity profiled along the direction of propagation. The down-conversion spectrum is proportional to the
Fourier transformof this longitudinal nonlinearity profile, and the rectangular profile results in a sinc-shaped
joint spectral amplitude (JSA)which further restricts photon purity [11]. Thefirst step towards overcoming this
issuewas proposed byBrańczyk et al, who showed that the nonlinearity profile of the PDC crystal could be
suitably shaped via domain engineering [16] in order to achieve aGaussian phasematching function (PMF).
Considering a poled crystal, it is indeed possible to individually choose each domain orientation such that the
effective PMFfits an almost arbitrary target function. A proof-of-principle experiment [16] showed a high
overlap between the design and the experimentally determined PMF.

This domain-engineering techniquewas subsequently refined [17–19], leading to even better
approximations to ideal nonlinearity profiles. Simulations showed that thesemethodswould increase photon
purities without compromising the heralding efficiency of the source. Chen et al [20] showed that the spectral
response of a tailored PDC crystal had a low amount of entanglement in the frequency degree of freedom.
However, a directmeasurement of the indistinguishability (such asHong-Ou-Mandel (HOM) interference) of
photons produced by two independent PDCprocesses in engineered crystals has not been done yet. Note that
HOM interference between photons generated from a single pulse in one crystal is not a good indicator for
single-photon purity, as evidenced by the fact that one can achieve perfect interference alsowith a standard
periodically-poled crystal [21].

All domain engineeringmethods developed so far are intrinsically related to a coherence-length structure
typical of periodically poled crystals. In [17] the domain periodicity is restricted to twice the coherence length of
the crystal; in the othermethods [16, 18, 19], the domainwidth is kept fixed to the coherence length.While this is
an intuitive choice and allows a simple approach to PMF shaping, the fixed structure substantially limits the
performance and versatility of domain-engineering techniques.

In this workwemove beyond the coherence-length domain boundaries to allow formore fine-grained
shaping of the nonlinearity. To this aimwe explore two complementary approaches. In thefirst approach, we
modify a deterministicmethod for domain-engineering [19] and use it for tailoring a crystal withfixed domain
widths.We then shift the domainwalls bymeans of a previously existing annealingmethod developed for
higher-harmonic generation [22, 23]. In the second approach, we generalise the algorithm in [19] to arbitrarily
small, but constant, domainwidths and to a complex field amplitude target function.

Bothmethods lead to a better approximation of the desired PMF and to an enhanced heralded single-photon
purity, especially for short crystals.

Joint spectral amplitude

The output of a second-order nonlinear crystal, pumped by a bright coherent fieldwith envelope function

s ia w w+( ), can bewritten as [24]:

BO k a aexp 2 d d , h.c. 0 , 1s i s i s i s i s s i i s i, ,y p w w f w w a w w w wñ = D + - ñ( )∬∣ ( ( )) ( ) ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) ∣ ( )† †

where ‘p’, ‘s’ and ‘i’ label the pumpfield and the two down-converted ‘signal’ and ‘idler’ photons respectively,
and  is the time-ordering operator [25–28].We call k ,s if w wD( ( )) the PMF and define it below. The constant
O is related to the transversemodes of the photons [24], and B c n n n 2p s i p s i0

2
0 0 0 0

3 3 1 2 c w w w p= ( )( ) , where

j0,w (with j p i s, ,= ) are the centre frequencies of the fields, nj are the corresponding refractive indices and 0
2c( )

is the crystal’s second-order nonlinearity. There exist a number of definitions of the PMF in the literature.We
define it as:

k g z z, e d , 2s i
k zi ,s iòf w wD = w w

-¥

+¥
D( ( )) ( ) ( )( )

where k k k k,s i p s i s s i iw w w w w wD = + - -( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) is the phasemismatch, which depends on thematerial

dispersion, and g z z2
0
2c c=( ) ( )( ) ( ) is the normalised nonlinearity along the crystal whichwill be tailored via

domain engineering.We note that g(z) is a real function.When defined as above, the PMF for two consecutive
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domains is the sumof the PMFs for the individual domains3. This definition has units of length, while in other
popular definitions, the PMF is dimensionless.

The joint spectral amplitude of the down-converted light is given by the product of the PMF and the pump
envelope function, f k, ,s i s i s iw w f w w a w wº D +( ) ( ( )) ( ). For the purpose of heralding single photons, we can
restrict our analysis to the two-photon state

BO f a a2 d d , 0 , 3s i s i s i s s i i s ipair , ,y p w w w w w wñ = ñ∬∣ ( ) ˆ ( ) ˆ ( )∣ ( )† †

given by thefirst-order term in theDyson-series expansion of equation (1).
The spectral purity of the heralded single-photon state is defined as P bk k

4= å where bk are the Schmidt
coefficients defined by the Schmidt decomposition f b q r,s i k k k s k iw w w w= å( ) ( ) ( ). The purity is therefore
limited by correlations in the JSA.We thus seek a separable JSA, that is, a function of the form
f q r,s i s iw w w w=( ) ( ) ( ). For a symmetric JSA, the standard approach is tofirst choose group velocities thatmake

k ,s if w wD( ( )) intersect s ia w w+( ) at right angles (when plotted as a function of iw and sw ), thenmatch the
widths of the pump envelope andPMF [29]. This removesmost of the correlations except those that are due to
the shape of the PMF. To achieve high purities and high heralding efficiencies, the PMFmust be suitably
engineered.

Engineering the PMF

In a periodically-poled crystal, g(z) alternates between+1 and−1 every coherence length: for a large number of
periods g(z) can be approximated as constant and the PMF is consequently proportional to the sinc function.

Aperiodic poling is also possible. Although such techniques still constrain g(z) to values of+1 and−1, the
non-trivial structuremakes it possible to shape the effective nonlinearity of the crystal and consequently to
customise the PMF. In particular, non-trivial poling canmake the PMF approximate aGaussian function, which
is necessary tomake f ,s iw w( ) separable.

Domain-engineeringmethods have long been studied in nonlinear optics, for example to compress or shape
pulses in second-harmonic generation [22, 23, 30–33]. These techniques have only recently been adapted for
single-photon generation. In this context, existingmethods for non-trivial poling fall into two categories. Those
that vary the domainwidths of a predefined poling configuration [17], and those that keep the domainwidths
constant, but vary their relative orientations [16, 18, 19]. Allmethods in the latter category have thus far used
domains equal inwidth to the crystal’s coherence length, where the coherence lengthℓc is defined in terms of the
phasemismatch k ,s i,0 ,0w wD ( ) at the central PDC frequencies, k ,c s i,0 ,0p w w= Dℓ ( ).

In the following, we describe twomethods for engineering g(z). Both use themethod recently introduced by
Tambasco [19] as a starting point, but deviate from themethod by allowing domainwidths smaller than the
crystal’s coherence length. Thismove toward sub-coherence length structures allowsmuch greater accuracy in
tailoring the PMF.

Deterministic domain engineeringwithfixed domainwidths
Webegin by summarising themethod introducedbyTambasco et al [19]. In thismethod thewidth of each domain
in the grating isfixed, and thenonlinearity profile is shaped by choosing the orientationof successive ‘poling
blocks’ along the crystal, startingwith the crystal’s input face (the term ‘poling block’ refers to two consecutive
domains offixed length w c= ℓ , whereℓc is the coherence length andw is the domainwidth). The decision toflip
(ornotflip) a given block is determined bywhichoption gives a closer approximation to the target joint signal and
idlerfield at that point in the crystal. The normalisedfield inside the crystal at position z is defined as

A z k g z z, i e d , 4
z

kz

0

iòD = - ¢ ¢D ¢( ) ( ) ( )

wherewe have omitted the irrelevant constants [34].
The goal is to design a crystal with a g(z) that gives the desired PMF according to equation (2).We therefore

define a g ztarget ( ), which in turn defines a target field amplitude

3
Take for example a block of twodomains. If the normalised nonlinearity function for the ith domain (i= 1, 2) is gi(z), then the normalized

nonlinearity function for bothdomains is g z g z g z1,2 1 2= +( ) ( ) ( ). According toour definition, the PMF for bothdomains is then k12f D =( )
g z z g z z g z z k ke d e d e dkz kz kz
12

i
1

i
2

i
1 2ò ò ò f f= + = D + D

-¥

+¥ D
-¥

+¥ D
-¥

+¥ D( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), where kif D( ) is the PMF for the ith domain.Take

on the other hand another popular definition for the PMF, k L g z ze dkzother 1 iòf D = -
-¥

+¥ D( ) ( ) . The function kotherf D( ) is dimensionless,

but in this case k l g z z k k l g z z l g z2 e d e d ec
kz

c
kz

c
kz

12
other 1

12
i

1
other

2
other 1

1
i 1

2
iò ò òf f fD = ¹ D + D = +-

-¥

+¥ D -
-¥

+¥ D -
-¥

+¥ D( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) .
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A z k g z z, i e d . 5
z

kz
target

0
target

iòD = - ¢ ¢D ¢( ) ( ) ( )

It is sufficient tomatch the amplitude at a single value of kD . At k cpD = ℓ , the propagation of the pump
for a distance equal to one domainwidth changes the real part of the generated field amplitude by a factor

A w2 pD =  , where the sign depends on the overall previous domain configuration in the crystal. The
imaginary part of the field is always equal to zero at domain boundaries. The poling pattern can be chosen such
that the generated field amplitude A z, cp ℓ( ) along the crystal fits as well as possible the target field amplitude
A z, ctarget p ℓ( ). For simplicity of notationwewill refer to a domain pointing up by ‘UP’ and to a domain down
by ‘DOWN’.

The poling algorithmproposed by Tambasco et al involves three different building blocks which are chosen
to track the targetfield amplitude: an UP–UP block leaves the average field amplitude unchanged, anUP–DOWN

block increases the average field amplitude by a factor A2D , while DOWN–UP decreases the average field
amplitude by A2D . These three possible configurations are graphically represented infigure 1(a).

Tambasco et al framed their algorithm in terms of blocks to ensure that the inverted regionswere of equal
width: this is not a necessary requirement—onemight just as well choose each individual domain’s orientation.
We therefore consider the ‘domain by domain’ error function

e x w A z w A z, , , 6c ctarget p p+ = + -ℓ ℓ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

which quantifies the difference between the generated field amplitude at a certain position z and the targetfield
amplitude at z+w (i.e. after one domain).Whether to use a domain UP or a domain DOWN is determined by the
following conditions:

• if e z w 0+( ) and A z A z w, ,c cp p-ℓ ℓ( ) ( ) (i.e. in the previous domain the field amplitude was
increasing), flip the domain orientationwith respect to the previous domain: in this way the amplitude field
will continue to increase;

• if e z w 0+( ) and A z A z w, ,c cp p-ℓ ℓ( ) ( ) (i.e. in the previous domain the field amplitude was
decreasing), keep the same orientation of the previous domain: in this way the amplitude fieldwill start
increasing;

• if e z w 0+ <( ) and A z A z w, ,c cp p-ℓ ℓ( ) ( ), keep the same orientation of the previous domain: in
this way the amplitude fieldwill start decreasing;

• if e z w 0+ <( ) and A z A z w, ,c cp p-ℓ ℓ( ) ( ),flip the domain orientationwith respect to the previous
domain: in this way the amplitude fieldwill continue to decrease.

Figure 1.Comparison between the algorithm in [19] executedwith blocks of two domains (a), (b) and domain-by-domain (c), (d). (a),
(c)Possible configurations in the twomethods: in green (grey) are represented the ‘active’ (‘inactive’) elements, i.e. the elements which
are (are not) influenced by the current step of the algorithm. In thefirst case there are three possible configurationswhich are
independent from the previous two-domains orientation. In the second case at each step a domain UP or a domain DOWN is added
according to the four conditions described in themain text. (b), (d)The two rules applied to a crystal composed of 50 domains. The
dashed red line is the target function and the oscillatory functions are the real and imaginary part of thefield amplitude along the
crystal, normalisedwith respect to the amplitudeA0 at the end of a standard periodically poled crystal having the same spectral width.
The highlighted sections showhow choosing the domain orientation one-by-one instead of using blocks of two domains allows to fit
the target functionmore accurately, and that the imaginaryimaginary part of the amplitude is zero at integer values of the coherence-
length.
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With this technique, it is possible to generate awide range of PMF shapes, as long as the corresponding field
amplitude does not vary too quickly [19]. The computational runtime of this algorithm is of the order of a few
seconds.

As discussed above, the case of aGaussianmodulation proportional to
g z z L zexp 2 2 cos c

2 2s p= - - ℓ( ) ( ( ) ) (( ) ), where L is the length of the crystal, is themost interesting for
engineering a pure heralded photon source. Ignoring the quickly oscillating terms, the resulting targetfield
amplitude is

A z c
L z L

, i erf
2

2 2
erf

2 2
, 7ctarget p

s s
= -

-
-

⎛
⎝⎜

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

⎞
⎠⎟ℓ( ) ( )

where L is the length of the crystal,σ is thewidth of theGaussian nonlinearity profile and c is a scale factor. As
suggested in [19], a value of L 4s » allows to reach high single-photon purity without significant degradation
in the source brightness. Choosing the prefactor c 2 ps= guarantees the optimal PMF: a higher value would
compromise the purity because the target amplitude’s gradient is too high to be efficiently traced by the actual
fieldwhile a lower valuewould reduce the effective nonlinearity of the crystal.

Notice that the targetfield amplitude in equation (7) is purely imaginary, while themethod described above
allows only the real part of thefield amplitude to be customised. In principle, it is therefore impossible to use this
technique to approximate equation (7), but in practice, we can approximate equation (7) up to a phase factor of i.
This results in a 2p phase shift in the exponent of equation (1), but when considering just the two-photon term,
it can be regarded as an irrelevant global phase.

Figure 1 shows a comparison between the algorithm in [19] and ourmodified algorithmdescribed above.
Themodified algorithm yields a closer approximation to Atarget. Consequently, the PMFwill be closer to the
target and, in the case of theGaussian shaping, it will lead to higher purities.

Domain-width annealing
The previousmethods consider the case of a poled crystal with constant domainwidth, which allows to easily
approach the problem.However, there is no evidence to suggest that a fixed-domain structure leads to an
optimal result, and it is reasonable to ask if it is possible to improve the PMF shape by slightly varying thewidth
of each domain. To this aimwe use an adapted version of the simulated annealing algorithm introduced by Reid
et al in [22, 23]. Annealing algorithms are commonly exploited forfinding a globalminimumof a given function
dependent onmultiple parameters [35, 36] by slightly perturbing the system froma suitable starting point,
calculating the relative cost function (commonly called energy in analogywith the internal energy in a physical
annealing process) and accepting the changewith some probability—the higher the energy the lower is the
probability of accepting the new configuration. These kinds of algorithms are probabilistic andmay require
several runs to get an optimal result.

Given a target PMF ktargetf D( ), wefirstfind the initial configuration of domain orientations bymeans of the

method described above. Adjacent domainswith the same orientation are grouped together into bigger blocks.
Secondly, we define a starting temperatureT and a temperature step TD for the annealing algorithm: we found
that values ofT 0.1; 10Î{ }and T T 105D = lead to slightly better results. Thewidth of each block is then
perturbed by up to 1% and the relative PMF is computed. The perturbation value 1% is empirically determined:
too small values would lead to slow convergence of the algorithmwhile if the perturbation is too big the
algorithm is unstable and does not converge. It is then possible tofind the system energy defined as

E k k . 8
k

target
2

1 2

å f f= D - D
D

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟[∣ ( )∣ ∣ ( )∣] ( )

The newdomainwidths are acceptedwith a probability of E Texp -( ) and, if the energy is smaller than the
minimumenergy recorded so far, the new domainwidths are recorded as the best configuration. Finally, the
temperature is decreased by TD and the algorithm is repeated until the energy becomes smaller than a chosen
threshold or the temperature reaches 0. Amore detailed description of the algorithm is provided in the appendix.
This algorithm is computationally demanding andmay require a few hours for converging to a solution for a
crystal having a large number of domains.

Onemay think to directly use the annealing procedure without using a pre-processed initial configuration as
a seed: however, our annealing algorithmdoes not allow the flipping of domain orientations, and thus a near-
optimal result cannot be obtainedwithout a suitable starting configuration.Moreover, it is reasonable to think
that themethod discussed above provides a good initial domain orientation becausewe know that the generated
amplitude has tofit the ideal case of equation (7).
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Domain engineeringwith arbitrarily-small sub-coherence-length domains
Until nowwe have considered domainwidths equal to the coherence lengthwith small variations of this
configuration. In this sectionwewill see that pushing the algorithmbeyond this constraint by allowing afiner
discretisation of the domain structure leads to an even better approximation of the target function.

According to equation (5), we consider the field amplitude at the end ofmth domain:

A s s z

s

, i e d

e 1 e , 9

m n n
m

c
n

m

n
n w

nw
z

c w

n

m

n
nw

1
1 1

i

i

1

i

c

c c

òå

å

p

p

=-

= -

=
= -

-

=

p

p p

ℓ

ℓ

({ } )

( ) ( )

( )
ℓ

ℓ ℓ

wherew is the domainwidth and s 1n =  is the orientation of the nth domain.Note that A s ,m n n
m

c1 p= ℓ({ } )
depends on the orientations of all domains that come before it (but not those that come after).

For domainwidths equal to the coherence length, the imaginary part of the field is always zero at the domain
boundaries, and therefore it always oscillates about zero (see figure 1). If the domainwidths differ from the
coherence length, however, the phasemight getflipped at a placewhere the imaginary part is non-zero,
providing control over both the real and imaginary parts of the amplitude.With thismodification, it is now
possible to approximate complex field amplitudes. In particular, thefield in equation (7) can be approximated
up to the correct phase. But tomaintain consistency, wewill continue toworkwith the real target function used
in the previous section.

To account for the complex nature of the field amplitude, we define a cost function that wewant tominimise
at each domain:

e s A mw A s . 10m n n
m

m n n
m

1 target 1= -= =({ } ) ∣ ( ) ({ } )∣ ( )

Since the target function has a zero imaginary part, the algorithmwith the new cost functionwill force the
imaginary component close to zero.

The algorithm can be summarised as follows. First, define a domainwidthw, the coherence lengthℓc, and
the number of domainsN. Then, starting from a crystal having just one domain, compute the cost function eup

for the casewhere a domain UP is added and the cost function edown when a domain DOWN is added.Next,
compare the two cost functions: if e eup down< keep the configurationwhere the UP domainwas added,
otherwise keep the configurationwhere the DOWNdomainwas added. Repeat for each subsequent domain. A
more detailed description of the algorithm is provided in the appendix. The running time of this algorithm can
vary from several seconds to severalminutes depending on the length of the crystal and on the domainwidths.

Comparison of the algorithms
In this sectionwe benchmark our domain engineering techniques in a realistic scenario.We consider a short
potassium titanyl phosphate (KTP) crystal because it can bematchedwith femtosecond lasers [29], and its
optimal GVMcondition (pumpwavelength of 791 nmand signal/idler wavelengths of 1582 nm) produces
photons compatible with telecom technologies.

We tailor a short KTP crystal (∼2mm)with aGaussian spectral response using themethod by Tambasco et al
[19] and our two newmethods. The comparison results are presented infigure 2. In this regime, the single
photon purity increases from a value of 82.1% for a standard periodically poled crystal to 97.3% for the
Tambasco algorithm,while a 99.0% photon purity is observed for thewidth annealing and a value of 99.4% is
achieved for small sub-coherence domains. A practical limitation for sub-coherence length structures is that
poling domains cannot be infinitesimally small.The precision towhich such domains can be grown is, however,
very high. Gratings with a poling period between 3 and 4 mm (and hence coherence length down to 2 mm ) are
routinely produced, for example inKTP [37] and in lithiumniobate (LN) crystals [38].Moreover, one-micron
poling periods have been achieved in LN [39], and submicron poling periods have been demonstrated inKTP
[40, 41]. Here we limited our simulations to domainwidths of 2.3 mm , equal to a tenth of the coherence length in
a type-II KTP crystal pumped at 791 nm. Practical aspects and potential tradeoffs coming fromuncertainties in
domainwall placement and diffusionwill be addressed in future work.

The degree of separability of the JSAhas been estimated through the Schmidtmethod by using the singular
value decomposition [29, 45]. It is important to notice that thismethod strictly depends on the spectral range
under examination: too small ranges lead to inaccurate results, toowide ranges are computationally intractable.
It also depends on the discretisation of the JSA: too course a discretisationmake the purity artificially high. An
empirically-found reasonable choice for these parameters is a range of about eight times the PMF spectral width,
and a JSA discretised as a 100× 100matrix.
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Figure 2.Phasematching functions (first column) in KTP crystals and corresponding joint spectrum and field amplitude along the
crystal (second and third columns) in type-II PDC for a∼2 mmcrystal pumpedwith aGaussian pulse centred at 791 nm. The joint
spectrum and the amplitude are normalisedwith respect to 0f andA0, which are themaximumof the PMF and themaximum
amplitude of the periodically-poled case, respectively. (a) Standard ppKTP crystal having a sinc-shaped PMF. (b)Crystal poling
generated using Tambasco fixed domain-width algorithm. (c)Crystal poling generated by domain-width annealing (d) crystal poling
generated using sub-coherence domainwidth of 2.3 mm . Thismethod achieves single photon purities for short crystals (99.4%) that
is very close to the purity of long crystals (99.5%). The Sellmeier equations and the temperature-dependent dispersion relation used in
the simulations are given in [42–44].

Figure 3.Comparison between different domain-engineeringmethods. The single-photon purity depends on the crystal length (L) of
the KTP crystals, here expressed in terms of the coherence length of the process. The purities achieved by our arbitrarily small domains
method are higher than the purities achievedwith the othermethods, especially for short crystals.
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Infigure 3we compare the single-photon purity for differentmethods—our two newmethods, and those by
Dixon et al [17] andTambasco et al [19]—as a function of crystal length (for L 4s = ). Note that we do not
comparewith theDosseva et almethod [18] as thismethod uses simulated annealing to solve a problem towhich
the Tambasco et almethod [19]finds the optimal solution. In otherwords, the purity given by [18]will be
bounded from above by the purity given by [19] for any set of parameters.

For all algorithms, the purity is highest for long crystals. Themethod proposed byDixon et al [17] has an
almost constant value of 97.2% over the rangewe considered. The purity for all othermethods saturates at the
same value of 99.5%: the discrepancy between our result and a purity of 99.6% calculated in [19] probably arises
fromdifferent discretisation and frequency range chosen for computing the JSA.Note that what limits the purity
here is the choice ofσ, not the algorithms themselves. The upper limit can be increased up to 99.9%, such as in
Dosseva et al [18], by choosing L 5s = at the expense of a lower overall nonlinearity.

The difference between the algorithms ismore drastic for short crystals.While the arbitrarily-small domains
method always achieves an almost optimal result, the annealing algorithmprovides less separable JSAs than the
algorithmproposed byDixon et al [17] for crystals having less than∼60 domains: thismight be due to a sub-
optimal initial condition for the annealing process whichmakes the algorithm converge to a localminimum.

The unmodifiedTambasco et al algorithm [19] is the only one that does not yield purities thatmonotonically
increase with crystal length. For crystals of length 80ℓc and 100ℓc, the purity dropswhen comparedwith slightly
shorter crystals. This can be explained by considering that the two-domain-block structure of the algorithmdoes
not allow enoughflexibility to track the target amplitude closely due to the rough discretisationwhen the total
number of domains is small. Numerical artefacts in the Fourier reconstruction prevented a reliable value for the
purity for a 50ℓc long crystal to be calculated.

It isfinally worthmentioning that the symmetrisation of our algorithms is a straightforward procedure
whenever the target PMF is symmetric (if it is not the case, then it is not possible to have the same spectral
response in both directions): either the annealing and the domain engineeringwith arbitrary small domains can
be applied to thefirst half of the crystal and reproduced specularly on the second half obtaining a symmetric
crystal. This could be necessary in experiments which involve a double pump configuration, where a symmetric
crystalmay be required for having spectrally indistinguishable photons in both directions.

Conclusion

Scalable, fault-tolerant quantumphotonics will require photons of the highest purities createdwith near-unity
heralding efficiencies. Spectral filtering severely compromises heralding efficiencies [10], increasing the number
ofmultiplexed PDC sources required for approximating nearly-deterministic single-photon sources [9, 46, 47].
At high pumppowers narrowbandfiltering can also introduce undesirablemixing in other degrees of
freedom [11].

Domain engineering is therefore crucial for photonic architectures relying on parametric down-conversion.
The two sub-coherence-lengthmethodswe introduced are fast, can readily be implemented commercially, and
create higher-purity photons than previous algorithms in particular for short nonlinear crystalsmatched to
femtosecond pump lasers [48].

It will be a challenge to apply ourmethods to integrated photonics, where photons are typically created via
four-wavemixing. Group-velocitymatched four-wavemixing photon sources have been demonstrated but the
observed photon purity was again limited by spurious frequency correlations caused by the sinc-shaped
biphoton amplitudes [49, 50]. Techniques forGaussian apodization in four-wave-mixing have been suggested
[51] but they requiremanipulation of the effectivematerial dispersionwhich complicates simultaneous group-
velocity-matching. An ongoing effort aims to introduce techniques which offer a free parameter similar to
periodic poling in this platform towhichwe hope tomap our domain-engineering algorithm.

We expect that domain engineeringwith arbitrarily-small domainswill have a range of interesting
applications in ‘classical’nonlinear optics for which domain engineeringwas originally designed [22, 23, 30–33],
in particular becausewe can nowkeep track of both real and imaginary target functionswhichmight offer
advantages for phase-sensitive applications.
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Appendix: Algorithms

Annealing

1.Define target PMF kf D( ) and initial domain configuration.

2. Group together all the adjacent domains in bigger blocks having the same orientation.

3. Define algorithm temperature T, temperature step TD and energy threshold Et (used for accepting a given
configuration as the optimal one).

4. Compute the energy for the initial configuration and store it in the variable Emin.

5. Apply a randomperturbation to the blocks’width of up to 1%of their current width.

6. Calculate the newPMF.

7. Compute the corresponding energyE.

8. If E Emin< , accept the current block configuration as the best configuration, update E Emin = and go to
step 11.

9. Else if E Emin> , accept the new configurationwith probability E Texp -( ).

10. If the new configuration is not accepted, return to the best configuration an decrementT by TD .

11. Iterate 5–10 until E Etmin < orT=0.

A block diagramof the algorithm is shown infigure A1.

Arbitrarily-small domainsmethod

1.Define complex target amplitude profile.

2. Define parametersw,Λ, the number of domainsN.

3. Initialise an empty list S = {} for storing the domain orientation.

4. Definem=1.

5. Create two trial lists that are identical except for the last element: S S upup = + { }
and S S downdown = + { }

6. Compute cost functions for the two trial lists: e e Smup up= ( ) and e e Smdown down= ( ).

7. If e eup down< , update S Sup= .

8. Else if e eup down> , update S Sdown= .

9. Update m m 1= + .

10. Iterate steps 4–9 until m N 1= + .

Figure A1.Block diagramof the simulated annealing algorithm.
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